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Supposedly, a reformed military culture debunked the legacy of
Vietnam, liberated Kuwait with honor while safeguarding America’s
interests in Saudi Arabia.
Among those who initially embraced that myth is Timothy Challans,
who served in the Army as a career infantry officer and retired in
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2002 as a lieutenant colonel. Challans writes in his new book,
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Awakening Warrior: A Revolution In the Ethics of Warfare (State
University of New York Press) that,

CLASSIC ILJ POSTS &
INTERVIEWS

Albany's Mayor For Life: An
Interview With Erastus Corning
Biographer Paul Grondahl
America, It's Time To Say
Goodbye To Wall Street: An

“For years after Desert Storm I wanted to believe, like
many Americans, that the U.S. military had completed
a moral transformation. Those of us who had been
duped by our own propaganda wanted to believe that
the indiscriminate killing in Vietnam had been replaced
by precision munitions in Desert Storm and beyond,
that the repugnant crimes of war so prevalent in the
degenerate destructive fighting in Indochina had been
replaced by consciously clean conventional fighting in
the Gulf, and also that the psychotic psychologies of a
bankrupt former generation had been swept away by a
reformed professional military that fought with moral
clarity and certainty. But the progress that I and many
others had imagined was a myth.”
Challans completed the manuscript for much of his book in the
summer of 2001, before most Americans had ever heard of Osama Bin
Laden or al Quaeda. Prior to the abuses of the Bush/Cheney
Administration, Challans diagnosed the ills of what he describes as
the “warrior ethos” and the “American War Machine” which

Interview With Author David

encompasses those political and military institutions that engage the

Korten

world with physical force.

An Interview With Iranian Expert
and Journalist Barbara Slavin
An Interview With Life Time

In a thoughtful book that blends philosophy and history, Challans
focuses on the systemic, institutional level of morality rather than

Activist & Social Entrepreneur

bemoaning the moral shortcomings of individuals. And he poses the

Charles Halpern

following questions for the American War Machine: What are the

An Interview With Pulitzer Prize

limits of an individual moral agency? What kind of responsibility do

Winning Journalist and Author

individuals have when considering institutional moral error? How is

Fred Kaplan

that neutral or benign moral actions performed by individuals can

An Interview With Talk Radio's
Code Breaker Thom Hartmann

have such catastrophic morally negative effects from a systemic
perspective?

At Long Last Have You No
Decency David Brooks?
Billy Graham & the Rise of the

In addressing those questions, Challans postulates that “America’s
War Machine” creates more conflict than it prevents and endangers

Republican South: An Interview

the citizens it’s supposed to protect. He therefore argues that

With Historian Steven L. Miller

America’s survival is contingent upon replacing the current warrior

Broadcasting Humanity: An

ethos with a new paradigm guided by ethics.

Interview With Link TV's David
Michaelis
Building A New Paradigm: A

Challans, a native of Colorado, is a West Point graduate and earned
masters and doctorate degrees in philosophy at the The Johns

Podcast Interview With Riane

Hopkins University. For more than ten years he taught over a

Eisler

thousand military students from the rank of cadet to colonel, at West

Bush Yoyos While the US Burns:

Point (USMA), the Command and General Staff College (CGSC), and
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Jared Bernstein
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the School for Advanced Military Studies (SAMS). He has spoken
widely and presented numerous papers pertaining to the ethics of
warfare. Challans was the principal author for the Army’s 1999

Interview With Author Peter

doctrinal manual leadership, FM 22-100, Army Leadership. His troop

Barnes

experience includes the 172nd Infantry Brigade at Ft. Richardson,

Change Agent: A Podcast

Alaska and the 10th Mountain Division at Ft. Cambell, Kentucky.

Interview With (NY) State Sen.
Liz Krueger
Chronicling The Uprising: An
Interview With David Sirota
Come Home America: An

Challans agreed to a telephone interview with me about his book and
unique perspective. Our conversation is transcribed below.
****************************************************************
*****************

Interview With Truth Teller

ILJ: Timothy, the first thing that grabbed my attention about your

William Greider

book was the title itself, Awakening Warrior. For the benefit of those

Crunchtime In America: An
Interview With Economist

reading this who did not read your book, why did you choose that title
and what do you hope to accomplish with this book?

Jared Bernstein
Crusading For Justice & Peace: A

Challans: I was looking at Francisco De Goya’s etching entitled

Podcast Interview With Activist

the “Sleep of Reason” as I was writing this book and I wanted to

Marisa Handler

entitle it “The Sleep of Reason.” I thought that was a little bit too

Democracy's Mr. Fix It: A Podcast

negative because while I think that we’ve been asleep in terms of our

Interview With Author Joel S.

moral consciousness as we engage in conflict, I think some of us are

Hirschhorn

waking up and the time is ripe for some critical evaluation of what

Dignity's Apostle: My Interview

we’ve done and where we can go.

With Author Robert W. Fuller
Does Anyone Care About

And so I wanted to give a positive note that some warriors are

America's Prison Industrial

waking up and are the vanguard of a revolution in the ethics of

Complex

warfare for the good.

FDR and the Holocaust: A Podcast
Interview With Author Robert

ILJ: I suspect many reading this who are like me, liberal and largely

N. Rosen

anti-war, are confused about the concept of integrating ethics and

Gay Rights Are Human Rights

warfare. Tim is it really possible to wage the brutality of war ethically

Government Lies About the Drug

and why does that matter?

War: A Podcast Interview With
Criminal Justice Professor

Challans: I think that’s a very good question. And whenever we do

Matthew Robinson

go to war that’s a huge failure when our politicians are not

History and Civil Rights In
Yonkers, New York: A Podcast
Interview With Filmmaker Bill
Kavanagh
History and Hezbollah: A Podcast

successful at diplomacy. We have engaged in a tremendous ethical
failure. But the reality is at times we will have to fight. And so while I
think that ethically fighting and war is going to have some very bad
things about it … that we have two questions that people in this
business think about:

Interview With Augustus
Richard Norton
Investigating Torture: An

The first one is, when should we go to war?
And the second one is how should we fight it once we’re in it?

Interview With Former Federal
Prosecutor Elizabeth de la Vega
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Making Amends In Iraq: A

And these two questions, once we think about them are important

Podcast Interview With Marine

ethical questions that we have to explore in order to minimize the

Captain Jeremy Joseph

horror. I am not a pacifist myself although I am largely antiwar. I

Reinventing America's Relations

think we’ve been involved in far too many wars, more than we

With the Muslim World: An

should. And that the leadership, both political and military doesn’t

Interview With Former CIA

know how to engage in this kind of moral dialogue and we need to

Analyst Emile Nakhleh

get a lot better at it.

Renegade Justice: An Interview
With Former U.S. Attorney

ILJ: A reoccurring theme in your book is that for the military means

David Iglesias

become ends. Yet I can’t help but wonder how it could be otherwise

Replacing the Empire Culture: A
Podcast Interview With Author
David Korten

for the military mind. Shouldn’t thinking about the bigger picture,
consequences and morality be in the bailiwick of civilian leadership
while the military focuses on tactics and winning?

Sage of the Big Apple: A Podcast
Interview With Congressman
Jerrold Nadler
Stop the Criminalization of Mental
Illness
Talk Radio's Middle Class
Champion: A Podcast Interview

Challans: That is the traditional division. That the politicians
answer that first question, when do we go to war? And then the
military is supposed to answer the second question, how should we
fight it? The reality of this over the last several decades and actually
the last several centuries, is that the division between political and
military thought has merged.

With Thom Hartmann
The Contrarian: A Podcast
Interview With Professor
Khaleel Mohammed
The Democracy Index: An
Interview With Law Professor
Heather Gerken
The Next Justice: An Interview
With Legal Scholar Christopher
L. Eisgruber
Wanted: A Twenty-First Century
George Kennan

There was a medieval distinction, that of invincible ignorance that is
pretty much the idea that the soldier can go to war with a clear
conscience and doesn’t have to worry about the political decisions.
But the reality is our political leaders depend on our military leaders
for advice and especially at the highest levels. Especially the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. And the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
and his staff and every other headquarters and command where
there is political/military interface there should be a dialogue
between both groups of people: military and political as far as the
morality of warfare given its gravity, potential destruction and the
cost in terms of money and lives.

When America Burned After the
King Assassination: An
Interview With Author Clay
Risen
Workers Have the Right To
Remain Silent: A Podcast
Interview With the ACLU's
Bruce Barry

So, going back to your questions about means and ends, my book is
primarily a challenge to the traditional structures and methods of
thinking of ethics – and the way we think about means and ends, the
very structure of reasoning about means and ends needs to be reevaluated. For a very long time it has been inadequate for the
military to think only about victory, winning the nation’s wars.
ILJ: In the second chapter of your book, you argue that the
promotion of religion is undermining the ethics of our military and

SUBSCRIBE TO ILJ'S
MAILING LIST

RECEIVE UPDATES FROM ILJ
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you even write that army chaplains “should get out of the ethics
business in the military.” Why do you regard religion as a dangerous
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influence to the military’s moral compass?
Challans: If we’re looking at the three main religions in the world:
Judaism, Islam and Christianity, the sacred texts for these religions
really offer us very little if nothing when we go to answer these two

BLOG ARCHIVE

questions,

► 2009 (88)
► 2008 (103)

1) When should we go to war?

▼ 2007 (103)

2) And how should we fight it once we’re in it?

► December (6)
► November (2)

So I think the background that chaplains bring with them does not
really help us in thinking about the moral questions that are at stake.

► October (7)

And particularly the Bible is uninformative in this way. It tells

► September (5)

us “Thou shall not kill.” OK, what do you do with that? What does the

► August (7)
▼ July (6)
Ted Stevens Builds A Bridge
To Scandal

soldier do with that when he finds himself in war?
Additionally, since we’re working with the rest of the world now, I
think we need some kind of ethical interoperability with the rest of
the world. The rest of the world, the rest of the Western World …

Eighty-Six Years Ago Today

Europe, for example does not think of ethics in these terms. So if

Awakening Warrior: An

we’re going to be able to have a common conception of ethics, in a

Interview With Author

profession that is part of governmental structure in a democratic

Timoth...

republic then it may be enough to think in terms that are not

Fear Mongering 4.0

religious and that there are plenty of ideas out there where you don’t

History and Hezbollah: A

have to go to religion to understand respect for persons, rule of law

Podcast Interview With

and ethical ideas such as those.

Au...
Is There Any Light At the
End of the Tunnel?

My book also controversially challenges the Just War Tradition, the
just war thinking that thinkers from Augustine to Michael Walzer
defend. I believe we need a totally new conception, one reason being

► June (7)

that our Just War Tradition has developed hand-in-hand with

► May (8)

theological thought. For example, what good does it do to say

► April (7)

the “legitimate authority” is a just war principle? Has there ever

► March (11)

been a case in history when the leaders of any nation would say that
they did have legitimate authority to go to war? Moral authority,

► February (16)

especially religious moral authority, is one of the root problems of

► January (21)

our muddled thinking about the ethics of warfare. I offer an original

► 2006 (80)
► 2005 (12)

set of ethical principles of war, reasoned from some of the most
profound ethical theories.
ILJ: Your book poses many important philosophical questions

JOIN THE ILJ FACEBOOK
NETWORK

NetworkedBlogs

challenging what you describe as the “warrior ethos.” Yet for me, the
nitty gritty of your book comes down to these two sentences in
Chapter Four. You write, “The great paradox is that America goes to
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Blog:
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for the rise of radical Islam for example?

Join my network

assessment. Do you really believe American militarism is responsible

Challans: It may not be directly responsible if we’re thinking in the
direct cause and effect relationship that you would see on a billiard
table, one pool ball running into the next. But things connect up in a

TECHNORATI AUTHORITY

systemic way. And these forces are at work in ways that we really
don’t sit back and reflect about.
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So yes our approaches in solving problems at certain times will
create the conditions for future problems. Just as in medicine today’s
cures for certain diseases create tomorrow’s diseases. So, yes I do
think there is this concept of blowback that the way we go about not
only militarization but our economic expansion has tremendous
systemic effects. An invisible hand kind of interaction where nobody
is consciously intending or making something bad happen. But all
these forces are at work, they’re at play in ways we don’t really think
about and actually do create worse conditions making the world
more dangerous year after year.
ILJ: In making your case for an ethics revolution in military culture,
you challenge America’s moral standing over some of its proudest
moments in history. One of them being, America’s victory over Japan
in World War Two. Specifically, you accuse America of unjustifiably
dropping atomic bombs on Japan when the war was essentially over.
Growing up I was taught that even though the outcome was not in

1 hour ago

doubt, diehard Japanese soldiers would’ve kept fighting and taken

Booman Tribune
Serious Question - There's a
lot of crazy violence going on
out there today as this decade
comes to a close. I wonder how
things might be different if Al
Gore had been presid...

many more American lives had President Truman not given the OK to

1 hour ago

bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Couldn’t one argue that using atomic
weapons was ethical because it minimized American casualties?
Challans: Here is a great example of how the military pursuit of
victory – at any cost, by the way created more dangerous
conditions. Our policy of unconditional surrender—an American

European Tribune
European Salon de News,
Discussion et Klatsch - 31
December - A Daily Review Of
International Online Media
Europeans on this date in
history:1514 – Birth of...

invention in the annals of warfare beginning with Grant in the Civil
War— put the Japanese Empire on notice that we were the ones who
were not going to give up and accept a defeat. And here is the
problem with the warrior ethos. It sounds good to us when we
espouse the notion that we will never give up. But what happens

2 hours ago

when others take the same stance? It is precisely the warrior ethos

The Nation: Top Stories
How to Solve the Climate
Problem -

existing on both sides in that war that escalated the brutality in the
Pacific theater. The warrior ethos challenges the conventions of
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never accept defeat? This is such a deep question at such a
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fundamental level that it does not even register in the minds of most
warriors. And for a long time now it is not just the soldiery that
refuses defeat but whole populations. The talk of victory in the
current war against terror is nonsensical given that people won’t let
another power achieve victory.
I mention in the book the irony of ending the war by attacking the
Japanese population at large in order to bring about a military
victory. And I juxtapose that against Japan’s entry into the war that
was the attacking of an American military base in Hawaii at a time
before Hawaii was a state.
That should symbolize our presence in the Pacific and our
interference with Asia’s designs in their own region. So this goes
back to your further question how our actions can create more
dangerous situations. When we talk about setting the example for
the world and then engage in wholesale destruction of a population,

The Smirking Chimp News And Commentary
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Conspiracy
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Barack Obama insists on
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I think that while we may want to justify that for ourselves I don’t
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inconsistent for us to use that definition when we want to define

ePluribus Media
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terrorists who are attacking us but we will not allow that definition

1 day ago
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think we would want the rest of the world kind of picking up that
example. And I’ll just mention Ramzi Yousef, the ’93 bomber of the
World Trade Center who wanted to exact revenge on the World
Trade Center symbolically for the destruction we brought against
Japan at the end of World War Two.
Now, many sources will define terrorism as the threat or use of force
against non-combatants for some kind of political objective. It’s

the way we describe what we do. Now if we go so far as to say well,
all of the Japanese citizens were combatants – then the problem with
that is if everyone is being consistent about that, I think that’s pretty
much what the attackers on 9/11 said about the occupants of the
World Trade Center. Consistency is important here. And we need to
think these things through very clearly.
ILJ: In fairness to President Truman though, wasn’t he being told by
his military advisors we’re going to shed a lot more American blood
unless we use these weapons? Occupying the Japanese mainland
would’ve been a very tough proposition. And given the war weary
American population at that point, did Truman really have another
choice at that moment in time?

2 days ago
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Challans: That’s a very interesting question because that’s not just a
single choice at that point in time but things had degraded over time.
So it’s really a series of decisions that take place over time. And so as
we go back we can sympathize with Truman in terms of the choices
he made on successive days. For example, why would they think
atomic weapons were that much worse than the fire bombing of
sixty other cities in Japan by that time? It may have seemed like a
difference in degree but not a difference in kind.
In retrospect we can see that more clearly. But this should give us
even greater pause in trying to think through the choices we make.
As a series of decisions over time where we can potentially make
thinks more dangerous than they need be.
ILJ: You also cite dropping the atomic bomb as the start of the cold
war as an example of American military excess creating more conflict
for it to fight. In fairness to America, Stalin brutally consolidated his
Iron Curtain over Eastern Europe and since the Soviets were
developing atomic weapons themselves, wasn’t the Cold War
inevitable?
Challans: Well, yes. In some ways it had unfolded, maybe yes. And
this goes back to my previous comment – that something like the
Cold War unfolded as a result of thousands of decisions and
hundreds of things that were happening. And many historians will
now say we dropped the bombs more to keep Russia out of sharing a
victory with us in Japan than the traditional rationale. But this may
also be reason to think that we if reword McArthur’s most famous
line, we should think about the role of diplomacy. Maybe its more
important to say there is no substitute for diplomacy.

1 week ago
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ILJ: Another proud moment in American history was the first Gulf
War in 1991, when a supposedly new professional military liberated
Kuwait, kept the Iraqis out of oil rich Saudi Arabia and conducted
itself with honor – debunking the Vietnam syndrome. You reference
two very serious allegations in your book however about the First Gulf
War. The first is that independent satellite photos do not show the
buildup of the Iraqi Army at the Saudi Arabian border before
Operation Desert Shield was implemented in 1990. As a source you
cite John MacArthur’s 1993 book, Second Front: Censorship and
Propaganda In the Gulf War. If MacArthur’s right, why did King Fahd
of Saudi Arabia allow the American military to set up shop in their
country and anger Islamic radicals such as Osama Bin Laden? It
doesn’t make any sense.
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Challans: We’ve been involved in Saudi Arabia since the late
thirties. There was certainly much more of an American military
presence throughout the eighties in the Middle East. So the entry and

5 weeks ago

the buildup of American forces in Saudi Arabia I think is a natural
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consequence of this relationship we’ve had with certain countries in
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the Middle East. Yes the buildup I think was exaggerated and this
may help explain why the war only took 100 hours … that the forces
that were reported to be there may not have actually been there.
Now this is a serious allegation and I would love to see more
exploration here but I really doubt the military is going to open itself
up for this kind of investigation.
ILJ: Is there anything that civilians can do to explore these
allegations, pressure politicians, especially in light of the past six
years? Maybe people will want to dig further back into the history of
our entire involvement in the Gulf.
Challans: I think that’s a great suggestion. The two conflicts are not
separate. There needs to be some exploration and some
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interpretations that include Dessert Storm and Operation Iraqi
Freedom. And I think that would be a fascinating topic to look at the
whole thing rather than just the first part and the second part
separately.
ILJ: The second allegation you reference is against Major General
Barry McCaffrey. McCaffrey would later serve as President Clinton’s
drug czar and he’s been a television commentator for NBC in recent
years. You write that two days after the shooting stopped in March
1991, McCaffrey had his 24th Division completely destroy an entire
Iraqi Republican Guard Unit after falsely claiming he responded to an
antimissile attack – and you cite the reporting of Seymour Hersch, a
credible reporter as a source – he’s very credible in my opinion. Do
you believe McCaffrey acted looking for glory? Or was he cooperating
with higher ups that wanted a pretext to wipe out another a division of
Saddamn’s elite Republican Guards?
Challans: I would go with A. That this was primarily McCaffrey’s
action. I think that from General Schzwartkopf and higher that the
action was pretty much over. This was a cease fire. Cease fires have
very technical legal strictures which are greater than say armistices.
So this is a much more serious incident … and it’s an incident we let
go because of McCaffrey’s stature and later political appointment —
I think this was kind of ignored. But this would be part of that

2 years ago
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overall story that I think we need to go back and look at more
seriously.
FRIENDS OF ILJ

ILJ: I’d like to get your thoughts on two recent developments. One,
Bill's Big Diamond Blog

what do you make of the federal appeals court in Washington that on

Breaking Ranks

Friday, ordered the government to turn over all information on

Corporate Ethics

Guantanamo detainees who are challenging their detention?

David Michaelis
Diane @ Wild Wild Left
Duplicitious Primates
Ester Republic
Helen With the Heart

Challans: I think this is a move in a positive direction because I
have never thought that any of the talk of detention and talk of
tribunals had anything to do with bringing anybody to trial but that
it always had everything to do with interrogation and getting
information.

Joe Irvin's Artworks Blog
Kristine Marx

There was never any procedural or substantive law that had been

Larry Nocella

developed to deal with the detainees, especially in this bogus

Lassiter Space

category of enemy combatants. We are operating somewhere in

PoemShape: A New England Poet

limbo between a war paradigm and a crime paradigm, legally. And

writes Poetry, Haiku, Criticism

I think this is a case of the courts imposing itself to force the White

& Reviews

House to show its hand. There are virtually no substantive charges

Robert Fuller

against the vast majority of detainees. The one they stick on

Worldwide Sawdust

everybody, which is really a false charge, is that of conspiracy.
Conspiracy while a crime in terms of criminal law is not a war
crime.

PERVERSE SATIRICAL
FRIEND

Daily Dickel

So to try to charge all these detainees with the war crime of
conspiracy is just not going to work. I think this is part of the
oversight that the judicial system should have over the executive
branch. And this really is good news in my view. It’s democracy at
work.

COMMUNITY BLOGS

Agonist
Blue House Diaries
Booman Tribune
Daily Kos
Diatribune

ILJ: Do you think it might cause chaos if all these detainees are able
to challenge their detention?
Challans: I think it will be chaotic. And there may not be any good
answers once all this is exposed. Even so I don’t think the potential
chaos is a reason not to do it. Nor would it be a reason to justify

Epluribus Media

what’s been done. It may be that we have to face the very painful

European Tribune

consequence of exposing something that is really bad news for

Gun Toting Liberal

America. It’s bad news because we used bad reasoning in terms of

Huffington Post

means and ends, using questionable means to achieve certain ends.

Man Eegee
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ILJ: And what do you think about the White House announcing on

MyDD

Friday that it had given the CIA approval to resume its use of some
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Newsvine

severe interrogation methods for questioning terrorism suspects in

Open Left

secret prisons overseas?

Political Cortex
Progressive Historians
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The Albany Project
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The Motley Moose

Challans: This is the executive branch trying to flex its muscle back
at the judicial system. I think that is not a good idea. All of those
heavy-handed measures have turned out to backfire in the past. For
a long time I didn’t understand why the White House would be
acting this way. But I’ve come to understand that there is a school of
law out there, the John Yoo and Alberto Gonzales school of law

The Smirking Chimp

which is to push the limits, to do something that is perhaps illegal.

The Wild, Wild Left

And if that sticks then they’ve actually succeeded in changing the

TPM Cafe

law. And I really think that’s what they’re up to. This is particularly

Worldwide Sawdust

troubling to me for public servants take an oath to support and
defend the Constitution. It is an outright contradiction to violate the
very document that public officials have taken an oath to preserve.

BELTWAY SITES

ILJ: Timothy your book largely deals with reforming the ethics of the
Center For American Progress

institutions of what you call America’s “war machine.” However,

CNN - Inside Politics

increasingly operations of America’s war machine are outsourced to

Media Matters

private contractors such as Blackwater who essentially have their own

PBS News Hour Political Wrap

army in Iraq and are not beholden to any government standards. Is it

PBS Washington Week In Review

possible to have an ethical war machine if private contractors aren’t

The Fix

reformed as well and how can that be done if they’re not under the
chain of command?

INTREPID VOICES

Challans: This is a huge problem and perhaps the greatest
challenge that we’ll have in the future. As Smedley Butler, the Marine

A Liberal Dose

back in the early 20th century told us: “war is a racket,” war is

A Poetic Justice

business. And there are business forces at work that if the average

Al Gore
An Attractive Nuisance
Blame Islam
Blue Gal
Bruce Droppings

American understood how profits are made off of people being killed
I think they would be appalled. The rise of Blackwater, and the
contractor force being the second largest army in the Middle East
right now, is a tremendously problematic, not only because they can
operate outside the law but they also operate outside of any
consciousness of morality or ethical code that a military would have.

Buffalo Geek

So I think this issue of contractors on the battlefield is one we need to

Carefully Selected Garbage

rethink seriously about.

Citizen Boo's Rational Revolution
Count Me Blue

ILJ: Do you think it’s possible assuming the military can reform its

David Sirota

own ethical standards they can then mandate if you want to get any

Deconstructing the Manifest

contract work from us, this what you have to adhere to? Is that a

Dr. Scott's Pulp Culture
Drinking Liberally In New Milford
Empire Zone

reasonable objective?
Challans: That could be a way to help solve the immediate problem.
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Empires Fall

I think that’s a good idea actually. But it’s a world that’s really hard

Faithfully Liberal

to control, unaccountable. Far more so then the blackest operation in

Grouchy's Liberaltopia

our black ops world.
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ILJ: Timothy you’ve been very generous with your time, a final
question if I may. What sort of feedback, if any, have you received
from the military establishment about your ideas in this book?
Challans: The feedback has been positive, from students and

Justice For No One

colleagues. Nobody has approached me to challenge me on anything

Kodiak Konfidential

I've said. I think the time is right for a moral dialogue of the sort I'm

Liberal Journal

trying to carry out, one that can be critical enough to help us better

Liberal Oasis

understand where we've been, what we're doing, and where we're

Liberal Truthsayer

going.
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Politics Plus Stuff

Al said...

PSOTD

Wow! I came to your site through a google alert for John
Yoo. This is a book that will be added to my queue, and for
the sake of this interview, the fact that it was provided and
posted here...allowing myself and others to become aware
of Challans' career and his work...I'll be buying it new from
amazon.
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Hoping to revisit this page again after allowing the words
to marinate for a few days, I'll have more to offer then in
terms of my own thoughts. Being a former Army soldier
from 96-2000, these topics, especially the concept
of 'ethics in warfare', are absolutely under-discussed and
possibly deemed irrelevant by many Americans.
Thanks for putting this out there. This work is very
important. I hope you're hearing similar words from
others.
Peace - Al
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The Next Left

(I'll link to here from http://deadissue.com)
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J-Ro said...

The Seminal

Thanks for this interview. Military history is alive and well
in America (just check out the History Channel), but few
people study it from this perspective, and that's a shame.
There is way more we can learn from past conflicts beyond
what tactics work best and what tanks we should use.
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Anonymous said...
In this vein, there is a relatively new film called "Why We
Fight" that is also really worth seeing.
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